
Friday Night Liberty  - Art, Fashion, Photography and Pottery! 

PROGRAM for June 7, 2013    5pm-9pm 
 

Building 201ねSecond Floor- next to Solare Ristorante 

The Martha Pace Swift Gallery ね Presents The Art of Helpers: works 

from the graduating class of the Expressive Arts Institute, curated by Wes 

Chester, Co-Director of the Institute.  In the  adjoining studio, participate 

in Community Art facilitated by graduates from  6:30 に 8:00 pm.  

Barracks 26:  
California State Parks ね California is home to more than 270 State Parks 

and many of them have special projects being developed by the South-

ern Service Center located at Liberty Station. Enjoy a behind-the-scenes 

tour of our Southern Service Center to learn about new exhibits, visitor 

centers, resource studies, and other park projects. Light refreshments 

and lively conversation will be served!  Fun Family Friendly Activities! 

Happening from 5-8pm. 

Building 202ねThe Gallery Building 
Pulse Gallery ね Presents Fragmented Journeys, works by Mee Shim 

and Xiaoye Sun.  Through painting and sculpture, both artists explore a fragmentation 

and blending of cultural differences and personal experiences. Mee, a Korean painter 

whos journey brought her to the United States at 30 and Xiaoye, a Chinese Master 

“I┌ﾉヮデﾗヴが ┘ｴﾗげゲ ヴWIWﾐデ ┘ﾗヴﾆゲ ｴ;┗W Hヴﾗ┌ｪｴデ ｴｷﾏ デﾗ デｴW ┘Wゲデが I;ﾐ ;デデWゲデ デﾗ デｴW SｷaaｷI┌ﾉデｷWゲ 
associated with the journey and do so through their often introspective works. 

 

San Diego Watercolor Society ねPresents Wet and Wild, including focused on the 

デｴWﾏW ﾗa W;デWヴ CﾗﾐゲWヴ┗;デｷﾗﾐ ゲWW ゲ┌HﾏｷデデWS IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐげゲ ┘ﾗヴﾆゲ aW;デ┌ヴｷﾐｪ ﾏ;ﾐ┞                           
extraordinary works in water media. 

 

SﾗヮｴｷWげゲ G;ﾉﾉWヴ┞ ね Opens Family Plans, by artist Ted Meyer. Ted began painting at the 

early age of six, is currently the Artist in Residence at the UCLA Geffen School of     

Medicine and a Visiting Scholar at the National Museum of Health and Medicine in 

M;ヴ┞ﾉ;ﾐSく “ﾗヮｴｷWげゲ ｴﾗゲデゲ ｴｷゲ ﾗヮWﾐｷﾐｪ ヴWIWヮデｷﾗﾐ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ FヴｷS;┞ Nｷｪｴデ LｷHWヴデ┞き Wﾐﾃﾗ┞      
refreshment and live music by Stage 4! 

 

Visions Art Museum ね Opens three concurrent exhibitions, Second Time Around: Fash-

ion Recycled, an exhibition featuring fashions from 25 southern California designers who 

create new styles using only one segment of recycled clothing such as sleeves, collars, 

or cuffs.  Also on view, Supporting Roles: Fiber & Photography by Ann L. Scott and Cam-

eron B. Scott which suspends a photograph above an art quilt merging the two images 

as one. A Visions Art Museum members challenge presents small art quilts on the theme 

Fashion Tops & Bottoms. 

FREE Open Artist Studios, Galleries & Performances 

Every First Friday     5pm to 8pm 

NTC @ Liberty Station   

2640 Historic Decatur Road, San Diego 92106  

www.NTCLibertyStation.com 

Mom and Dad, Ted Meyer 

SﾗヮｴｷWげゲ G;ﾉﾉWヴ┞に Building 202 

Goose at Cuyamaca, Ann L. & Cameron B. Scott 

Visions Art Museumね Building 202 

http://www.NTCLibertyStation.com


Barracks 14: 
Ballast Point Gallery ね San Diego is full of treasures... and you don't 

have to sail around the world to find them. Juan Cabrillo would have 

loved all the discoveries you will find just by walking into the Gallery.    

See San Diego Jewels from above, below and through the artistic eye, 

at this month's exhibition of original art ~ we offer hourly guided tours 

that you won't even need hiking boots for! 

 

Point Loma Tea ね We offer traditional favorites as well as whimsical, 

imaginative blends. Our passion is it to bring you the freshest best-

tasting teas! Tea is the perfect gift for all occasions!  Don't forget              

Father's Day, June 16th! 

 

The Hot Spot Pottery ね Will feature local artist Brett Al-Azzawi. Brett 

is a local artist with an eye for dogs of all breeds...A self described 

"pop-artist", Brett employs a balance of color, light, texture and atti-

tude in all of his acrylic works.  Come to The Hot Spot to check out his 

work and meet the artist!  He just needs a photo of your canine friend 

to create a custom portrait. When he's not working on custom com-

missions, Brett also spends time doing mural work in homes and busi-

nesses throughout San Diego and Orange County. For more info please 

visit: www.zawstudio.com   Fun Family Friendly Activities! 

Barracks 15: 
Laurie Kmen Studio ね Will present a mix of old and new mixed media 

pieces that use handmade paper, collage techniques and water media. 

For this night only a 20 percent discount will be given for in-studio 

purchases of selected pieces.  

 

The Art of Tesa Studio/Gallery ね Showcase the fine art of artist Tesa 

Micaels. Tesa works primarily in oils, painting realistic landscapes and 

abstracts that bring in the elements of the earth. Her landscapes are 

vibrant; encompass rich colors with strong values bringing depth and 

emotion into each painting. Her abstracts focus on bringing elements 

of the earth into her paintings such as sea shells and semi-precious 

stones.    

 

Outside the Lens-Studio 103ね Boost your creative energy at 

our digital media event, featuring a student push pin exhibition and 

interactive tech stations.  Capture an image in our photo booth, chat 

with OTL media teachers and learn the latest tech skills from our tal-

ented teen pros.  Stop by all night to receive a special Friday Night  

Liberty discount for upcoming photography and video workshops (3rd 

grade-adult). 

 

Studio E ね My paintings are comprised of dreamlike compositions 

which map my inner world. They are a diary of fragments from 

dreams, incidents from daily life, and internal monologues that 

ground the work in a personal mythology.  The main source of the 

work is drawn from opening the locked door of the unconscious 

through processes inspired by Sigmund Freud, Carl Gustav Jung and 

Surrealism. My intent is to create work which acts as a springboard for 

the viewer's own imagination.に Emily Halpern 

 

Point Loma Teaね Invites you to come 

and Experience the Artistry of Tea.  

The Art of Tesa MicaelsねBarracks 15 

Communion, Laurie KmenねBarracks 15 

http://www.zawstudio.com/





